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Glee Clubs Fer Men

OCTOBER 2, 1945

Just Arrived!

Benson Speaks To
House Committee

And W amen Again
Organizations
Were Inactive
Last Year

On Employment Bill

Development
Is Stressed In
Chapel Talk

This year, after a break of one year,
Harding will again have men's and
women's glee clubs. Last year a selecjt
Using a twenty-penny nail, a razor
group from the mixed chorus formed a
small chorus, who made trips and car- blade and a watch hairspring, Pres. G .
ried on the main choral activities, but S. Benson Thursday morning illustrated
this year, in addition to, and as a sup• a speech to the student body on selfplement for, that group, the chorus has control and character development.
President Benson compared the three
been divided into two other groups,
men and women, who meet on different articles, each made of the same kind
of metal, yet with such great variance
nights for rehearsals.
The women's group meets each in value, to the individual. "We each
.1
week on Monday night for glee club have a cei;tain amou~t of metal to work
practice and for sectional rehearsals on with," he stated, "And we may worlc it
numbers for the mixed chorus, and the into something as fine and valued as
men's group on Wednesday nights for the hairspring, or something not quite
the same purpose. Good interest has so fine as in the razor blade, or somebeen mMfested in both groups, with thing of as little value a srhe nail, as
more than 80 girls meeting lase Mon- we choose."
Advising students to remember four
day night, and 4-0 boys meeting last
Wednesday. The groups are under the rules, Pres. Benson said, "If you develop
a high quality of school work, Bible
direction of Mrs. Florence Jewell.
(
study, regard for regulations and regard
for one another, you can advance to be'·
come the kind of person who is sought
after and prized."
President Benson opened his talk by
telling of the experiences he had in obtaining his three articles of illustration.
"When I walked into a store and asked for a single twenty-penny nail, the
cost was so little that it was given to
Returning to New York September me. The razor blade cost a few cents.
16 after 12 months in Europe is T-4 The hairspring was 75c," he noted.
"I brought them home and had them
Andrew Houston Hopper, who has reweighed
to find out what the cost of
ceived his discharge with 110 points.
Cpl. Hopper, son of Mr. and Mrs. a pound of each would be. A pound of
nails would cost about six cents, while
Emory Hopper, Searcy, was regimental
a pound of razor blades would be
Clerk in the 15th Inf!'-ntry. He particithirty-five dollars. I found that it would
pated in the Normandy, Rhineland,
take $ 7000 to buy a pound of hairSouthern France and Central European
springs."
Campaigns.
"The reason for the comparatively
He wears the Asiatic, Pacific, E. T. high cost of the hairsprings is that the
0. and the American Defense Theatre metal had to be purified and worked
11
ribbons with four battle stars, the over until it was just right for the deliCombat Infantryman's Badge, and was cate job it is expected to perform. The
awarded the Bronze Star Medal.
razor blade is not quite so refined, and
Entering the service December 17, the twenty-penny nail scarcely refined
1940 he received training at Camp Rob- at all," Pres. Benson pointed out.
inson and Ft. Lewis, Washington beContinuing, he said, "If we learn to
fore going to Seward, Alaska, where he apply ourselves accurately to whatever
spent 20 months.
task is before us, not a waste of time, to
He is a graduate of Harding Acad- develop courtesy under trying circumemy and spent three years in college stances and to develop spirituality, we
here before entering service. He was will mould our characters into somea member of the Koinonia social club thing as fine as the watch hairspring.
and was active in sports.
Self-control is the metal we must work
with and master."

Houston Hopper
Receives Discharge;
Was Overseas AYear

Dr. Basford Has
Position With
Henderson
Dr. Adelphia Myer Basford, former
head of the biological science department at Harding College, has accepted
.. a position with Henderson State Teachers College in Arkadelphia, Arkansas.
At Arkadelphia, Mrs. Basford wm also
be head of the biological department.
Dr. Basford came to Harding in 1942
and has created considerable interest in
her field at the college. Especially noticeable was the increase in the number
of girls enrolled in biology classes.
Mrs. Basford received her B. S. and
M. A. from George Peabody College
in 1928, her Ph.D. from the same
school in 1936, and was instructor in
various schools throughout the United
•' States before coming to Harding.
In Searcy, Dr. Basford and her mother, Mrs. Myer, lived in an apartment at
,•the home of Mrs. J. N. Armstrong on
Grand Ave,

Local Mission
Program Is
Launched

Davidsons _Offer Carriage
As Gift To Harding
Dr. Benson states that this carriage
with the set of harness is a gift from
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Davidson, Sr., of
Bernardsville, New Jersey. It was taken
from the barn on the country estate of
the Davidson's and shipped as a gift to
Harding College. It served as a personal
carriage for Mr. Davidson during gas
rationing, but with the end of rationing he offers it as a gift to the college.
Benson also stated that Mr. Davidson
has been a very helpful frieoo to Hard~
ing College especially in a financial
way. He has made frequent contributions himself, has secured many from
others, and has provided many contacts
which have materialized quite success·
fully.
Another thing of interest regarding
the Davidsons, according to Dr. Ben-

Press Club Has
Large Group
This Year

Upon distribution of this issue of
the Bison, there are on record 36 potential members of the Press Club.
Eligibility for membership is determined by the interests and abilities
of the students, together with the ac----<>-cumulation of 50 inches of actual work
on the paper. The first candidate to
become a member this year is Blanche
Tr1mum, high school senior, who went
over the required mark.
Letters will be awarded at the close
At a special class meeting on Sep.of
the year to all members who have
tember 28, the freshman class of 19451946 elected Douglas Lawyer president a total of 300 inches published during
the year.
of the largest freshman class in the hisThe letter awarded is the standard
tory of Harding College. Other officers
letter H ,with "Press" in the center of
selected were: vice president, Charles
the H. Pins are awarded to seniors who
Stovall; secretary, Ida Hazlett· Bill
have previously received let;ters.
Nations, reporter. Hugh Rhode~ was
New columns have been introduced
chosen as class sponsor.
this
year, plus a six page spread to be
---<>maintained if the rest of the campus
back the subscription campaign.
Determined to maintain a high standing among college newspapers from the
beginning, the Editor announced at the
last Friday night the T. N. T. social
latest meeting a circulation involving
club selected, by acclamation, Dr. Joseph all forty eight states and the length,
Pryor as their new club sponsor.
breadth of the globe. Mr. Smith says,
Leonard Kirk who has been rhe T. "It's circulation is perhaps larger than
N. T. sponsor for the past few years, any other coliege newspaper in Amerdid not return this year.
ica."
Dr. Pryor has been connected with
The staff, also has announced its intentions of working for a greater if not
the club for more than ten years, four
years as an active member and until the greatest year in the history of The
Bi$on..
this year ll$ an honorary member.

Lawyer Is Elected
Freshman Prexy

..

Dr. Pryor Chosen
T. N. T. Sponsor

A campaign has been started by
Harding students for mission work in
Searcy. The main purpose for the campaign is to encourage Sunday school and
church attendance.
The city has been divided in four sections with Leon Gibson, Joe Cannon,
Arthur Peddle and Lloyd Collier acting
as leaders of the groups working in
~ each section.. About 70 students volunteered to help with the work.
Tracts furnished by the College
Church will be given out. The studen,ts
taking part in the work are members
of the personal evangelism class.

son, is a rather unique plan for missionary work which has been quite successfully used. Churches of Christ in the
Northeast have found great difficulty in
reaching the natives of that section.
Most congregations are composed of
members . from other sections residing
at present in the Northeast.
Some time ago the Davidsons began
a Bible study in a chapel on their estate
with special interest in the young people. From this number of young people
and their parents 15 have been baptized.
Regular attendance numbers more than
fifty people, all natives. It is believed
that this exceeds the ·number of natives
reached by any other program in this
area. Benson believes that " . . . this
is evidence of the fact that the proper
attention to young people will net
satisfying results."

Senior Class
Wins Title
In Softball
By Forest Moyer
In the final game of the year's softball class tournament, the Senior class
team on Friday afternoon blasted out
nineteen hits and eighteen runs to completely submerge the Freshman team
and walk away with first place title.
The lowly Freshman team was only
able to accumulate five runs from eight
hits off the pitching of Clinton Elliott.
The game was one of rare enjoyment
for the spectators, who had the privilege
of witnessing many highly amusing bits
of action.
The seniors, first at bat, took an early lead by scoring four runs in the first
inning, and were never headed after
that. The first four men that came to
bat all got on base, and scored when
Ordis Copeland hit the only home run
of the game.

What's New
In The News
By Bonnie Bergner
Perhaps an explanation of this news
column is in order. In view of the fact
that our student body is so rushed it
doesn't have time to read all the funnies perhaps it would be well to let
them know briefly a few of the things
going on internationally, nationally, or
nearly within our grasp.
--a-

Even with the war over a serious gasoli ne and oil famine persists because of
the enormity of the strikes throughout
certain sections of the country. '
--<>Mac Arthur is taking a more definite
stand upon the policies of the Japanese.
He has also been instructed to arrest the
"big shots" - to use force to get rid
of the "old crowd". MacArthur reveals
however, that the occupation of Japan
may last many years. Hirohito spent about 38 minutes with General Mac Arthur the other day and whether the
visit was social or business wasn't made
clear. It is quite probable however that
the abdication of 'the Japanese emperor
was discussed. This was the . first time
Hirohito had called upon the new supervisor of his country.
--a-

More news about MacArthur - state
officials are already urging, along with
the people of the state, that he visit Li~
tle Rock, the place of his birth, when
he returns to the states. They want to
acclaim him some of the honor they
feel due to so great a product of their
home state.

--<>President Truman plans a vmt to
Blytheville, Ark. soon. Though he fears
he will not reach the city in time for
the National Cotton picking contest, he
hopes to be there shortly after.
-0-

In this game, history has repeated i~
self. Last year the class tournament was
won by the Senior team, who defeated
the Freshmen in the final game. The
Freshmen had previously defeated the
Junior team to win their way to the
finals, only to be overwhelmingly defeated in that game. This year the same
thing has happened. The Freshmen and
Seniors met in the final game, with the
Seniors emerging victoriously, and the
Freshmen had previously put down the
Junior team to gain the right to play
(Continued on last page)

A point of difficulty in Arkansas has
been the ceiling of cotton-picking. After great dissensions over meager amounts the arbitrary ceiling was fixed
at $2.05 per hundred pounds.
-0--

More about Truman - even through
the protests of other great bodies,
Truman has taken upon himseU the
full responsibility of the development
and the use of the atomic bomb.
--0--

Incidentally the defense against the
o.tomic bomb has already been perfect·

Will Speak To Civic
Groups In North
In Returning
Dr. Benson left the Harding campus
at ten o'clock Thursday night for Washington, D. C. where he is testifying b~
fore a House Committee on the Full
Employment Bill.
After carrying out his mission in
Washington, Dr. Benson will go to
Indianapolis, Indiana to address different civic groups there. At the conclusion of this engagement he will move
on to Milwaukee to speak for several
groups there. These engagements will
.l.::eep him away from the campus for ten
days or two weeks.
Dr. Benson is nationally known as a
lecturer and speaker. He travels over
the entire nation to appear before
groups of businessmen, civic groups
and students. He delights in an opportunity to speak to young people.
Other than these activities he is a
minister, usually preaching somewhere
each Sunday. He also writes a weekly
column entitled "looking Ahead" which
appears in newspapers over the nation.
In this column he discusses some vital
issue each week.
For his efforts of the last few years,
in advocating nationwide economy, Dr.
Benson has received national recogni.
tion. His work as an exponent of private
enterprise in the last few years has also
attracted favorable notice and has been
given attention in two of the nation's .
largest publications.
-0--

Student Labor Is
Important Part
Of Harding Life
Approximately 130 students are taking part in the student labor system this
falll, Prof. Jess Rhodes said this week
as final working assignments were
made. "Individual industry is encouraged and promoted at Harding," Prof.
Rhodes stated, adding that that is why
some kind of work is found for every
student desiring it.
The dining hall employs the largest
single group of helpers on. the compus,
with some 35 students to dry dishes,
carry trays, serve, clean the dining hall
and kitchen and act as hostesses.
Under T. S. Cantrell, supervisor of
maintainance, comes the next largest
group. Twenty-nine students aid in
keeping the buildings and campus clean.
The college laundry uses 18 students,
and · nearly every teacher has one or
more assistants. In addition, a number
of boys and girls work on the farm
which is owned and operated by Harding. Plowing, planting, harvesting, fence
building, caring for horses, milking,
killing hogs and truck driving are among the numerous jobs found for
them there.
Laboratory assistants, secretaries, nurse
assistants, and campus monitors are also
included in the work plan.
ed. The key is termed a "radio promimity fuse." (For details read your daily
paper).

-'-<>Pine Bluff has been holding a very
successful series of shows. Following the

(Continued en page four.)
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the plans of Christ, that he said you
couldn't even enter the kingdom unless
it was in your mind to try and develop
them. When vve come to Christ he
wants us to surrender our all. He want3
us to put our trust in him like the child
does his father.

lAlumni Echoes 1
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regular school year
by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkansas post
office under act of March 3, 1879. Subscription $1.00 per year.
RKPRHltNTltD POR NATIONAL ADVKRTIBINCI •Y

National AdvertisingSenice, Inc.
. · Collez1 PublishKJ RePr•s111tatiP•
420 MADISON AVE.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

\

CHICAGO - BOSTON • Los AROELIS - SAii fRAllctSCO

Editor
Business Manager
Asst. Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Se;retary
Religious Editor
Sports Editor (Men)
Sports Editor (Women)
Society Editor
Faculty Adviser

Emmett Smith,
Laura Lee Arms
Branche Tranum
Marvin Howell
Bonnie Bergner
Bill Baker
Forest Moyer
Doris Kelly .
Dorothy Munger
Dr. Joe Pryor

Dale Johnson1 a student in 1942-43,
the son of Mrs. Pearl Johnson and
Katherine's cousin, is now serving in
the United States Navy. On D.day in
the European campaign, Dale's ship
was .sunk. Dale spent nine months in
the European theatre, but is now a Petty officer third class serving on Okinawa.

-<>-Doris Johnson' ssister Edith attended Harding in 1941 but is now in East
Prairie, Missouri. She is a secretary for
the John Deere tractor Company.
--0--

0ne of the atomic bomb chemists
was a former Harding student. He is
Terrell Clay a 1944 graduate and the
brother of Esther Marie Clay, our
laundry manager. Terrell was a Sub
T-16 and was elected Favorite Bay in
1943. He is now with the Tennessee
Eastman Company at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
--0-

COLUMNISTS AND FEATURES:- Virgil Lawyer, Lou Dugger, Barbara
Brown, Henry Farrar, Wayne Moody, Lucien Bagnetto, Joe Dan Tipps, Fayetta
Coleman, Lois Gurganus, Bonnie

~ergner,

Daisy Jackson.

Intramural Sportsmanship?
Intramural sports is one of the most important extra-curricular
activities on the Harding . campus from the viewpoint of the majority
of the student body. More students engage in sports than. in any
other activity, hence th~y become important to our school and to our
school paper.
Since The· Bison carries the complete activities of our sports we
shall also reserve the right to comment upon them editorially.
The Senior, Freshman game Friday was the first real test of our
ir;itramural program for the year. A championship was_involved. Oc·
casionally, a toser is a champion and a winner the loser. This depends
upon the attitude o fthe player. Some of the losers in this game
showed sportsmanship while others did not. It will be well to remember that a marked degree of success in Harding sports depends upon sportsmanship.
-0-

To Dine Or Not To Dine

Great concern has been expressed relative to the system used in
the dining hall whereby it is possible to serve 450 with the facilities
ordinarily required for 350. This plan, requiring the systematic arrangement of every table so that eac~ chair is used, certainly has its
advantages and its disadvantages.
Nobody doubts that a plan which affords service for an extra 100
people is a great increase in efficiency. With this increase of efficiency
come some unpleasant aspects which deserve mentioning. It does
withdraw the liberty and freedom with which old students are accustomed to take their places where they please. It brings unpleasant
duties to those required to carry out the plan. At first it caused
some embarrassment to couples who enjoy eating together, and prob·
ably will continue to do so to some extent. Possibly, to the extent of
the skill or lack of skill of the couples. All of this is not desirable
and the plan was not used to foster such.
One thing it will do socially that the old plan never did is afford
a more general association of all the students and teachers. One girl
inquired of six students who were at one table as to how many states
were represented at this particular table and found that of six persons
five states were represented.
With the advantages or the disadvantages of such a plan it is evi•
dent that it is necessary to make possible a place for everybody to eat.
It could be worse.
Perhaps we should hope our dietitian does not try to feed 450
students on the amount of food ordin~rily required for 35'0 students.
---:---0---

Do W eBeAs Well As WeDo
Sometimes we skip the most important things in the world. Even
at Harding where we stress so many of the right things, we can do it.
·We all have time for saying, "Hi!" and for smiling, and that is good,
but how much time do we have for learning to cultivate those people
who are not immediately attractive to us. We are all required to take
time to attend Sunday morning worship, but how often do we take the
few minutes to prepare our minds for it before hand and to be really
ready to worship from the heart. We go to class and get by, but
how much time do we spend reading and learning to know some of the
great men and great ideas of the world, making them ours. We talk
about prayers and meditation, we listen to prayers every
day, but how much time do we spend praying for the things we really
need and want in our own lives.
In our hurry and scurry, even at Harding it is possible to become
so busy doing that we have no time to be. There is so much to do
here, and so many opportunities need t o be grasped that it is a temptation to try to do everything. And yet to do ever thing
by half is seldom satisfying or satisfactory, and if we succeed in getting
by, the threadbare spots will show up sooner or later.
- Bettie Ransom.

Teachiog at the Portland High School
in Louisville, Ky. is Lois Campbell's
vocation. She entered Harding in 1939
and completed her work in 1944. Lois
is the sister of Coy Compbell.
--0-

Bursar Brown's son Alvis graduated
from Harding in 1942 and then worked
until February of 1943 when he entered the Navy. After boot training at
Great Lakes, Ill., and a short stay at
Norfolk, Va., he was sent to medical
school at Porstmouth. From there he
went to Key ·:w-est, Fla., where he voluntarily transferred to the Marine Air
Corps. San Diego was his next stop,
and then Eniwetok, one of the Marshall
Islands, where he spent fourteen months.
Last June . he was home for a well deserved leave and is now stationed in
Santa Barbara, Calif.
--o~--

Humility Is Godly
Virtue Says
Writer
"Except ye turn and come as little
children, ye shall in no wise enter into
the kingdom of heaven." Our Lord
made this statement at a very necessary
time. The disciples had the idea that
the kingdom which Jes,us was to set up
was going to be after the earthly nature.
They didn't realize that the ways of
God were as high above those of man
as the heavens were above the earth.
'they thought that this lcingdom would
have its political and social and even rac
ial distinctions. They probably thought
that the people of prominence and
wealth would be the leaders, and that
the ones who had the most power, here,
would be the ones to hold the important positions in heaven. Now because
there were so many who were important
through wealth or leadership, it was
human for them to wonder who was
the greatest in Jesus' estimation.
Seizing this opportunity to teach one
of the most profound truths in the religious world, he took a small child into
their midst. Who the child was; whether it was a boy or girl; or exactly how
old it was we don't know. We do
know, however, that the child came
willingly, innocently, and was pure in
heart. Knowing this, it helps us to understand the character that should be
possessed of all newborn babes in
Christ.
We can all remember some small
child who would serve the same purpose as the one placed into the midst
of the disciples. We can see in this
small child many of the Christ like
qualities that should penetrate the lives
of every Christian. We can see in this
babe a deep and la.sting faith in his
parents; a genuine sincerity in all that
it does; the inherent qualities of forgiveness mercy, humbleness, meekness,
love and even more. Whatever characteristic that can be seen in the child
that is in keeping with the spirit of
Christ, these are the things that should
be instilled into the heart of every
Christian to the degree that others will
see Christ living in us.
So great was this child like 'spirit in
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Our Teachers

By Rosemary Pledger

The purpose of this column is to give
students and readers a more personal
This does not mean that his· follow- know ledge of "Our Teachers."
On April 20, 1879 a baby boy was
ers are to be simpleminded, But this ilborn
to Sally Catherine Hoover Bell
lustration serves as a basis for the initial qualifications of a true Christian. and Samuel Albert Bell. This child was
It is in complete harmony with such named Samuel Mbert Bell, Jr. but was
teachings as: "He who would be great- called Albert for short. Young Albert
est in the kingdom of heaven, let him . was the third of six children. His first
be the servant of all." "He that humb- home consisted of two rooms one downitairs and one up-stairs. For 16 years he
leth himself shall be exalted."
lived in and around Bellbuckle, Ten,:We know that heaven is not going to nessee.
be a place where there will be respect
His early lifo was made up of life
of perosns, but if there are any high on the farm and school-work. He says
places to be given, they will be given he was noc a scholar and hated all subto the ones who humble themselves the jects. To attend school Young Albert
most during this life, and laid up for had to walk two miles to "Punching
themselves treasurers without measure. Camp" school on the bank of a creek.

Dear Prudence
The very Idea! I am so furious with you I can barely hold my pen! How
could you betray me so as to let that awful newspaper have my letter to you. And
they printed it! I see that your discretion is not to be trusted have any.

you just don't

If you were determined that my remarks were to be known to everyone (and
I'll bet you told the Dean of Women) why did not you give more dignity to me
than to let them sign the letters "G. G."? I have overheard hints that the initials
stand for "Gravel Gertie"; you know I nevre could abide Gertie, she was such a cat.
Nevertheless, here I am again.
I understand that you've been snooping around here yourself, so some of
these things you will know. But I know that you weren't at Dr. Benson's birthday dinner that the faculty gave him at the Mayfair Hotel. Ma Chandler had a
lot to do with the running of it, and, as you would expect, it was capital! From
the nine birthday candles on the cake, to Editor Smith rushing in with THE
BISON hot off the press to the singing of the Alma Mater by the group, it was
all wonderful.
You know, Prue, that singing by the faculry, it was good. The boys and
girls sing the Alma Mater on just any and every occasion, but those students will
have to go a long way to sing it any prettier than that group at the birthday
dinner. I'm not implying that all the people were not young because our editor
and faculty advisor both were there, but you can take it from me that they really
puc the words and music together beautifully.
Speaking of the faculty, they can do just about anything from painting walls,
giving hard tests to playing ball. In you.r wanderings around go out to the
diamond and watch those games.
Two geniuses are numbered among the srudents enrolled here; these are two
aspiring young men, who room together in order that they make up a brain be;veen them. It must be between them, neither has any sign of having a portion
f the aforesaid article. You'd better watch those boys, they're unpredictable. I
ase part of this on the odd noises I heard at dramatic club meeting two weeks
;raight. It was not the boys making the noises: rather the people who were
ear them. I'm still confused as to what these little darlings were doing the first
reek, . but this week I saw them blowing soap bubbles in the club meeting.

This was the typical oneroom school.
When Albert Bell was 15 years old
he was baptized and his ministerial
career began after he had finished high
school and entered the Potter Bible College in Tennessee which he attended for
three-half years. At Potter he met Prof.
J. N. Armstrong and Prof. James A.
Harding whose Christian lives greatly
influenced him.
From Potter he went to Western
Bible and Literary College in Missouri
where he was student-teacher.
Brother Bell then went to Bowling
Green where he received his college degree.
Ora Jones and S. A. Bell were married on August 26, 1909, and to this
union were born six children. Brother
Bell taught at Western Literary Bible
School and his wife ·was matron of the
dormitory. From here they went to
Cordell Christian College, Oklahoma, to
work with Brother Armstrong.
Professor bell did graduate work at
Oklahoma University from 1918.-1920,
then to Harper College in Kansas, for
four years and t~en Harding at Morrilton in Arkansas in 1924. While there
his wife passed away and the dury of
being both father and mother to six
children fell to Brother Bell.
The College moved to Searcy, Arkansas in 1934 and so did he. On this
campus in the year 1937 he met Thelma
Lee Dumas, head of the Home Economics Department, whom he married
in the fall of 1938.
Here on the campus of Harding College they live and both are teaching.
Mrs. Bell is still head of the Home
Economics Department and Brother
Bell is teaching twenty hours of Bible.
He plans to go on teaching and in
regard to Christian schools he says,
"They far surpass any other school, they
educate the heart."

•

•

On Falling
Out Of Bed
By]. Q. S.

The United States Army is renowned the world over for its comfortable
barracks. This compliment is no doubt
in part true because of the bunks which
they have. Well, Harding College actually bought some of these bunks which
the Army was demobilizing for civilian
use. The residents at "Glammer Manner,
"Grand Central Station," "The
Chronic Institute," and "Termite TerAny resemblence between the above description and the brilliant team of
minal" are the lucky recipients.
Iealy and Helston is purely intentional. •
As I see it, and upon the counsel
I'm looking for a letter f~om you next week.
of many witnesses, the beds are very
comfortable - what there is of them.
Forgivingly,
The dimensions of these beds are apStoopid.
proximately six and a half feet by three
feet; the bottom bunk sits about one
Bro. Pryor: "Yes, I know; but they foot off the floor, the upper story ar
are too green."
bout five and a half feet up. Now can
-0you feature a man of Carl Kitzmiller's
By Joe Dan Tipps
This question was handed to me, and
size stretched out on one of these?
I wish you readers would give some
The other night some pranksters reDear Readers:
light to it.
moved the springs from a boy's top
In order for this to be a successful
Question: "Why does Swiss cheese
bunk and substituted strings. This held
column this year I am asking all of have air holes in it when it's Limburger
the mattress and cover up pretty well (,o,
you to please cooperate and tell me as
cheese that needs the ventilation?"
until Oren Herron jumped on. Well,
many jokes as possible. This column is
"Great was the fall thereof." This, of
what you make it:
course, is an unnatural incident - let
I have heard many complaints this
us
tell you of a narural one. Guthrie
year, and one of them seems to be the
Dean,
a downstairs denizen of glamor
code of the dining hall. "Eat, drink and
manor, reported a thunderous crash
be merry for tomorrow you may diet."
WHliT WAS YOUR REACTION TO
which occurred at about one o'clock in
--aBILL BAKER'S LETTER TO THE the morning, waking him completely
While walking down the hall the
EDITOR LAST WEEK CONCERN- up. As he sat up in bed, a large piece
other day I heard this conversation beING "OPEN HOUSE IN PATii of plaster landed squarely on his head.
tween two old time shirkers.
COBB?"
Guess what happened? Well, Paul
First student:"Well, I guess I'll go
Clark,
a top bunk man upstairs, was re- f:
Marian Songer - 'Tm Willin" ".
to class."
ported by his roomies to be sitting in
Loretta Smith - "What's fair for
Second student: "No, come on down
the middle of the floor at that time.
one group is fair for another."
to the Inn and mess around."
Of course, where a fact is demonFirst student: "What, and miss an
Nina Spears - .;·oughta' get to."
strable, as this one is, we see the pos- I
hour of sleep?"
Eugenia Stover - "A good suggessibiliry of more falls. Maybe we should
--0tion plus a little action."
fence the top bunks in or put red hot
0 ne student told me that all of those
Dorothy Munger - "At a convenieqt electric wires around them to discourage
blood tests were okey, but that they
unnecessary rolling.
time. Patience is virtue."
were taken in vein.
There is one advantage to these beds.
Rickman"Oh,
they're
startSibyl
-0-They
are hard as twenty penny nails,
In Broher Pryer's Conservation class ing that again."
so they't can't be destroyed easily.
Lucille
Hancock
''I'll
be
agreeone student inquired of the fact that
there weren't any squirrels on the com- able."
Thelda Healy and Mary Belle Garner
Betty Rhodes - "Are the majority
pus. One student added that there were
"Defin,itely for it."
against
it?"
almost enough 'trees here. So the followMarilyn Thornton - "Sure give the
Rosie O'Linger - "Oh me, I haven't
ing conversation ensued.
boys a break."
Joe Cannon: "I think we could have put up my curtains yet."
Bessie Mae Quarles
"Make us ~
Betty Spruell - "Let 'em come!"
squirrels for we have enough nuts on
clean
up,
anyway."
Mildred Lanier - 'Tm for it."
the campus."

'Round Here

QUESTION OF
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Harding Girl Is
Miss Searcy

Miss Searcy

Martha Davidson, Harding sophomore and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P.
B. Davidson of Kensett, was selected
"Miss Searcy" by the Young Business
Mens' Club this summer and was enter
ed in the "Miss Arkansas" contest held
at Brinkley, Ark. July 191th.
At the Brinkley contest, Martha competed with 33 girls for the title "Miss
Arkansas" and was one of the ten finalists when eliminations were made.
The winner, Leslie Hampton, was entered in the recent Atlantic City "Miss
America" contest.
Martha is a transfer student from
Hendrix College, Conway, and a '44
graduate of Searcy High School. At S.
H . C. she was a member of the Thespians, Masque and ·Gavel, Choir, Band,
and Pep Squad. She is majoring in commercial work here.

Poems That Inspire Service

same one, ventured a second undertak·
ing with a second member of the same
family. Evidently there were family
t~aits which appealed to him.
To prevent repetition and needless
wanderings around, suffice it to say that
in the due course of time this happened
until the father of the girls had given
the last one of his daughters to the
same man.

Ranks High In
Miss Arkansas
Competition

At the last news from home nothing
drastic ha.d happened in the relationship between the husband of the eldest
daughter and the wife of the husband
of the youngest daughter.

There lived, in this particular community, a family in which there were
four daughters. Several years difference in ages existed but in due time all
of them came to womanhood.
In the same community lived a young
man (several men lived there, but so
did this one.) He was not as old as
the oldest one nor as young as the
youngest one. He was neither too young
nor too old. In the course of events the
somewhat aged maiden that was first
born into the fast-mentioned family
fell in love with the youngster just referred to and they did what is com-

SERVER

By Beuie Ransom

(A Spanish pbrase meamng lo serve)

The promise of its hours
Was golden and blue and red,
The day is at the evening;
The colors all are dead.

I had a day at morning.
It has not yet been determined by
Tonight, its moments gone,
local psychologists which family posstop and wonder sadly
sesses such skill in manipulation but it
Just · what it could have done.
is generally thought that there must be
a great deal in both.
A day of precious minutes
It is not advised by this writer that
Slipped empty and pale away
any seek the name or location of this
Beyond my eager grasping,
young man for the reason that his perBeyond my power to stay.
fidy might extend even beyond the
borders of this one family. Too, there
If tomorrow bring a new day,
is such speculation as this : since he is
Bright with hope, and fair,
so evidently interested in this family it
God, only help me use it,
may be that he will remain faithful to
This is all my prayer.
the youngest daughter since he has
reached the limit of his enterprising in
tha.t family.
COMPLIMENTS
It is doubtful that such a program as
Martha Mae Davidson
exemplified by these incidents could be
-oflawfully instituted, but it simply illustrates how one family overcame the
County
vexatious problem that has proved such
monly done on the Harding campus to a malady in our land for several years.
Anyhow, I wuz jist thinkin' .
get a write-up in The Bison. In other
words, the father gave the daughter to
the young man. They lived together for
some time when some sort of domestic
mishap caused an estrangement that reT¥E AP P RECIATE YOUR
sulted in a breaking up and a faithful
vow (which carried more weight than
PATRONAGE
the marriage vows) that they would
never cross each others path again. The
---0001--woman, without further verbosity, went
her way and sought her fortunes elsewhere, but the man, who was quite attached to the community, stayed on to
do the best he could in the habitation
ONE-HALF BLOCK NORTH RENDEZVOUS
of his nativity.

-0---

To serve thy cause, Almighty God,
Is all I ask of life.
Whatever may be that service
Give me strength to render it unto
Thee.
.

Garner-Smith
Debate on InstrumentalMusic. 25c per
copy, six for one dollar. See Emmett
Smith.

i

POND ER'S
KEY SHOP
---0-

N ew Location

DR. R. W. TOLER

606 North Pine St.
Opposite Grammar School

DENTIST

HARDING
LET
US SERVE

YOU
BREAKFAST - LUNCH - SUPPER
SANDWICHES - PIE - COFFEE

William Walker Studio

Bariquets--Parties
WE A PPRECIATE
YOUR
BUSINESS

ALW AY S W ELC O ME
"

- A t-

We sell Baby Chicks - Custom Hatching
We Buy Pecans, Hides, Poultry, Eggs, Junk
Phone 1S'6

NOW IN PRINT -

If 1t would be but humble homage,
Let me pay it with love;
Let my will be lost in thine, Oh Lord;
Take thou the praise for all my deeds.

White
Equipment Company

By and by with the passing of time
(time changes everything) a sister of
the first wife came to a prospective age
and the young man, still regretting the
happenings of the past and not willing
to undertake a second trial with the

Let me play the lowliest part, dear God,
Of all thy many servants.
Let me beat just any burden thou hast
for me .
Lord, just anything that I can do to
serve.

By Daisy Jackson

Il

The Thompson Company and Hatchery

M. 0 . Thompson

A DAY TO USE

A day I had to use,
A day to waste or spend.
had one day at morning;
Now it is at an end.

I Wuz Jist Thinkin'
Of a cycle of incidents that occurred
back home that might prove interesting
and helpful to certain readers of this
column. You must understand, of
course, that no suggestion, inferences or
underlying hints are intended tl}ac
might incriminate the writer.
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The Ideal Shop

H. M Thompson

Mayfair Hotel
MRS. R. H. BRANCH, Manager

t

WE WELCOME THE ARRIVAL
OF ALL HARDING COLLEGE STUDENTS
AND WILL APPRECIATE THEIR
PATRONAGE
---oOo>----

Hopper News and Book Store

Harding College and Know You

Phone 695

Are Going ·To Enjoy It
-and-

Your Business is Appreciated

We Appreciate You

·-·- ·-·

Roberson's Rendezvous and
Bus Station

Security Bank
·- ·-·-·

"We will be Happy to Serve Your Parties"

'A Friendly Instituti-On

-

'

I
I

mr~~~~~~~~~~~
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Hints That W ill
Help To Solve
Your Problems

News From The
Training School
The Harding College Training School
which is located at the North-west
• comer of Pattie Cobb Hall consists of
approximately seventy students and four
teachers, plus tWo practice teachers.
Each morning from 10 o'clock until
10 : 15 the four lower grades meet together for a devdtional period and the
four upper grades, in a separate group,
do likewise. The young fellows in the
lower grades say sentence prayers.
Once each week all eight grades meet
together for assembly. Last week the
program was given by the seventh and
eighth grades under the supervision of
Miss Annabelle Lee, principal of the
school and teacher of the two upper
grades. The program was about Brazil.
Slides about Brazil were made by the
students and shown to the others, and
reports were given.
Mrs. Rowe is in charge of the fifth
and sixth grades. Since school opened
they have been decorating their room,
making it a place to "live in". They
have posters, cut outs, and are making
the drawings and coloring for their win..
<low-curtains. Their topic of study has
been World Discoveries and Transporti¥tion and they plan to have this as

their theme for assembly next week.
This includes showing pictures, trophies, giving reports, and demonstrations of music, costumes, and languages
of the Old World.
The third and fourth grade teacher
is Mrs. Emmett Smith. They are working on an Indian unit, having already
set up tepees in their sand pile. In
1
science the students have made experiments concerning starchy foods, etc. The
children are bringing pot plants for
their room and have made some butterfly posters.

Bloodls Blood
In Any Age
Or Time
By Barbara Brown
What would have become of Hardingites had they lived back in the days
when a signature meant little unless it
was written in blood? Shall we turn
time back and listen in on the conversation of a new student of Harding
College in the year 1200?
This particular student has been asked to put his X on the dotted line of
the registration card and handed a needle to prick the necessary blood. A wail
is heard, and he begs pleadingly, "No,
no! Anything but that! Cut off my
finger if there must be blood, but don't
stick that needle in my arm. Please have mercy!"
From an adjoining room comes another cry. "No, I can't stand it unless
my hand is held by a maiden fair," t'.1e
deep voice of a gallant knight shakes
as he appeals for a brave damsel who
will not faint at the sight of blood.
Finally one volunteers, but she trembles
visably as she grasps his hand and
watches with awed eyes as the needle
is pushed into his arm. The stalwart
knight, however, remains steady and
unflinching. Without doubt the maid
was a great aid to his morale.
The next in line whimpers audibly,
"It won't hurt, I know, but just the
thought of a needle in flesh goes right
through me." The speaker is a damsel,
and, as she steps forward, the knights
anxiously gather round with the secret
hope that she will faint and he will be
the lucky one to carry her out. But
no! The blood is drawn and with steady
hand she marks her X.
Visably disappointed, as. lady after
lady fails to faint as expected, the
knights come up with a new idea.
Noting the nervousness that precedes
the signing, they offer to hold the enrollee's hands until such time as the
maid feels steadied.
Back in the twentieth century again,
Harding students were undergoing a
similar ordeal. Blood tests were the order of the day for 185 students the past ,
Monday and Tuesday. According to Mrs.
French, registered nurse in charge of
the tests, human nature hasn't changed
since the year 1200. Remarks like the
above were heard throughout the time
the tests were being taken.
Qualms and fears are being conrinu..
ed this week as the work is resumed.
Mrs. French hoped to prevent any idditional nervous breakdowns, however,
by completing at least 100 tests Monday. Among . volunteer Florence Nightengales have been Kathryn Johnson,
Gladys Walden, Marie Walden, Mette
Smith, Dot O'Neal and Ida Hazlet.

Mrs. L. C. Sears is the teacher of the
first and second grades. In this room
they have a Health House. A picture of
each student is placed in a. little compartment and if his hands, nails, and
teeth are clean the shutters are opened
and he smiles out to the room, but if
otherwise, the shutters are closed.
While the Circus was in town the pupils
made elephants and clowns to put on
the wall. A unit on the Home is to be
their first one. The slides are popular
at recess.
A swimming program is being prepared which will give every child an
opportunity to go swimming once each
week.
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
Happy birthday wishes for this week
go to:Douglas Lawyer
Tuesday, 2
Axel Swang,
Tuesday, 2
Alafa Thomas
Thursday, 4
Fon Durham
Friday, 5
Lois Hemingway
Friday, 5
Geneva Clem
Saturday, 6
Dorothy King
Saturday, 6
Joyce Violet Haines
Sunday, 7
James Ganus
Monday, 8

Are my pants pressed? When can I
get my laundry out? I want this done
special. Can you make sure it is ready
right away? I have something missing
in my laundry. Can you find it? It is
surely time for my things to be out.
They have been here several days already. Can't you possibly get things
done sooner?
Dozens and dozens of questions just
like these greet Ester Marie Clay each
day at . Harding Laundry. Not only
questions of this sort, but others from
the working students, too. Where is
another net? What kind of pin do I
use for colored starch? We are out of
numbered pins. Where do I put this?
This iron won't heat. Something is
caught in the mangle. Is this student's
clothing? What shall I do next? What
number do I put on thi;? Where, what,
why and how come.
Harding College Laundry is a w-0nderful asset to the college, and it is surprising to see the amount of clothing
that goes out every day. I might add
that it is also surprising to see the ones
that come in.
Harding Laundry is a great opportunity to working students. Some boys
and girls might not be able to attend
college · ~t all if it were not for the op..
portunity to work, and Harding Laundry certainly offers plenty of that. It
mu~t be remembered that time is required fo rthe training of these students, and new workers naturally are
slower than experienced ones, and therefore slows the service some. We will all
appreciate it very much if you will bear
with these conditions patiently until
they are better, and I am sure Miss
Clay will be very grateful.
Here are just a few hints I would

QUAINT BEAUTY S H OP
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Phone No. 44-0

OCTOBER 2, 1945'

like to drop. No clothes are washed
until they are checked in. Most of the
checking is done by new students If
a che~er finds a bundle with no name,
then that worker must go to the front ·
and consult Miss Clay concerning the
identity of the owner. If there is no
mark on the clothing she must be consulted about that, too. If shirt sleeves
are turned up they ~ust be turned down
All of these things require time; Miss
Clay's time, the worker's time, and more
time in getting the laundry out. So,
if the students will give their cooperation it will help very much.
Bundles should be accompanied by
a slip of paper pinned to the bundle.
On this slip of paper should be the
name and location of the student, the
list of the laundry, and the word
"student". It is to your advantage for us
· to know if you are a student. Most of
the older students are known to the
older workers, but the new workers do
not in most cases know either the old
or the new, and it surely involves a
lot of time to ask Miss Clay concerning
every bundle.
Here's hoping your helpful consideration helps us to help you more quickly
and efficiently.
-A Worker.
-<>-

terminated Sunday, Sept. 30.
~

The Argentine Rebellion which over
threw their president has been suppres-sed.
~

The "Big 5" are now in session in
London. This group is made up of the
Prime Ministers of the different countries. Great concern is caused by the
difficulties arising from conflicting interests of nations represented.

Of news to all Harding Music Lovers
is the music course in Little Rock sponsored each year by Mrs. Frank Vaughn. ~.
The· following attractions are promised
for this season :
Verdi's opera "Rigoletto" on Wed- "
nesday, October 24; Alice Markova-An·
ton Dolin Ballet Ensemble, January 14;
Rise Stevens in recital early in March;
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, March
14 and Claudio Arrau, pianist, April 1.
-0-

~

All enlisted men in the army with
60 or more points are to leave Europe
by the first of January.

The above bits should suffice for at
least brief conversations when you have
to eat at a table with five still stranger
strangers.

-COM.P LIMENTS-

Kelso Farm and Supply Co.
Where You Are Always Welcome

-WHAT'S NEW
(Continued from page one.)

Purina Chows

Horse Show the Southeast Arkansas
Livestock Show, furnished interesting
entertainment for the surrounding communities.

Sanitation Supplies

--0-

0ne-third of the increasing meat supply is now ration-free. The points were

__

,, ............._______________________.

SNOWDEN'S
5c-10c STORE

~

WESTERN

AUTO STORE
J. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr

Harding College Students

Phone No. 30

HERE'S AN INVITATION:
Visit Our Fountain Headquarters

SMITH'S SHOE ST OR E

STEVE'S

for

--oOo-SHOE REPAIRING - NON-RATION SANDALS
Shoe Strings and Polishses - All Colors

T A X I

SODAS

'PHONE 4 SEARCY

DR. T. J. FORD
DENTIST -

Have You Reserved

Your Petit Jean?

AND SAN D W IC HES

--Service is Complete at -

X-RAY

Above Bank of Searcy

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store
and

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store
BERRY
Barber Shop
218 West Arch
Appreciates Your Trade

Time's Flying

HELLO' THERE

Start Buying
T hat Lifetime Joy • •

•

Your Petit Jean

You Say Photos Aren't Real?
You Say Tl}ey Aren't Human?
THEN LET OURS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
---oOo--Come In and See Them
- - -oOo,---

WALLS STUDIO
108 N. Spring Street

Searcy, Arkansas

rI
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Dr. Benson Is Honored With

Birthday Party Af Mayfair
Facuity Honors
President In His
Ninth Year Here

Marriages Of Three Other
Couples A re Announced

Dr. George S. Benson, president of
Harding College, was given a surprise
birthday dinner by the Harding College faculty Wednesday evening September 26, at 6 P. M. The dinner was
held at the Mayfair Hotel in Searcy.

Healy-Garner

At a lovely wedding ceremony which
was held in Percy Warner Park, Nash. ville, Tennessee, Miss Doris Healy became the bride of Ensign Thednal GarDr. Benson was presented a large
ner on Set'tember 17. Don Healy, brobirthday cake decorated in pink and
ther of the bride, performed the double
white. Nine candles represented the ring ceremony.
number of years that Dr. Benson has
The bride wore an aqua wool dress
served as president of the college. A
short summary of Dr. Benson's life was of street length and carried black acgiven by Dean L. C. Sears followed by cessories. Her corsage was made of
the presentation of a gift of fifty-two white asters and white gladiola.
Mrs. Don Healy, matron of honor,
dollars by Dr. Summitt in behalf of the
wore a coral wool dress with black acfaculty.
cessories and carried a corsage of white
Dr. Benson responded with a speech gardenias.
of appreciation for all of the teachers
Therman Healy was best man.
and workmen of Harding who have
Mrs. Garner graduated from Harding
been so cooperative in making the in 1943. She was president of the Ju
school the successful institution that it Go Ju social club, secretary of the senis. He took little credit to himself ;ay- ior class, and a member of chorus and
ing that without the assistance and glee club.
staunch support of the other members
Mr. Garner, who also graduated in
of the faculty the achievements which '43, was business manager of the Petit
have been attained would have been Jean, a member of the Lambda Sigma
impossible.
social club, and active in chorus and
After the activities of the evening the glee club.
group adjourned with the singing of
The couple are now living in Atlanta,
Harding's Alma Mater.
Georgia, where Mr. Garner will attend
Georgia Tech.

,

-----0-

ENGAGEMENTS Lawrence-Stiles
Wray-Smith
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bullington of
A.thens, Alabama announce . the engagement of their daughter Ruby Wray,
to Bill Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Smith of McCrory, Arkansas.
Wray is a Sophomore in college and
is majoring in Home Economics. She
is a member of the Dramatic club and
the Phi Delta social club.
Bill, who is a ministerial student, is
a Senior in college. He is Business
Manager of the Petit Jean and a member of the Delta Iota social club.
-0---

Coleman Is Alpha Psi
Business Manager
Fayetta Coleman was elected business
manager of the Eta Omega cast of the
Al pha Psi Omega at the first regular
meeting of the group Thursday, Sept.
27. T he election was a special one, the
other regular officers having been elected last spring.

A lovely home wedding was solm.enized Sunday afternoon, September 23
at the country home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Warren Lawrence, of McRae,
when their only daughter, H arriett, was
married to Freddie Stiles, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. Stiles of Jonesboro.
The double ring ceremony was read
by Mr. Vestal of Searcy, before an improvised altar . of white asters, chrysanthemums and · white rapers against a
background of ferns.
Nuptial music was provided by Mrs.
Sam Cherry.
Candles were lighted by Miss Ruby
Pearce of Little Rock.
The bride wore a white dress with
bronze accessories. She wore a shoulder
corsage of purple orchids and carried
a w hite prayer book topped with an
orchid.
Mrs. Claude Fowler of Beebe and
Ray Eastman of Jonesboro were the
only attendants.

PHELP'S SHOE

SHOP

'

DRUG S'rORE
-GIFTS- - DRUGS-

OKLAHOMA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.

I

For The Finest

Compliments

White County
Water Co.

G. L. PRUETT
AGENCY

,

M ERCHANDISE

--oOo- -

i- - - - Searcy, Arkansas

TARY

HENRY'S
NOW

COMMEN-

AVAILABLE -

ENTIRELY NJ:i\W PLATES.
This Commentary consists of six volumes, Morocco-Grained, priced at
$18.00, covering the whole Bible where
in each chapter · is summed up in its
contents. The sacred text is inserted at
large in distinct paragraphs. The practical remarks and observations are outstanding features.
This "Matthew Henry Revivsl.. F, lition will add much to your religicus
library. Why not investigate it? '
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE

J.

L. Dykes, Manager

-Advertisement

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY
HANDY -

HELPFUL

Just off the Campus

Corner Spruce and Race

BRADLEY'S
Barber Shop

STANDARD OIL COMPANY-New Jersey

Come to See Us
Bradley
Stroud

Prompt Essa Service

-givesPhone 57

1._ _ _ _~

AN D

S TOP

MATTHEW

Phone No. 225

Phone 324

Flowers For All O ccasions

Phone 539

In -.the regular meeting of the SubDeb club on Friday, September 22, Miss
Marvolene Chambers was selected as
sponsor for the year 1945-1946. She
takes the place of Miss Juanita Rhodes,
who was formerly the sponsor of the
dub.

M. M. G A R R I S 0 N
Optometrist and Jeweler
SEARCY,
ARKANSAS

MUTUAL INSURANCE

HOOFMAN'S FLORISTS

1215 E. Race

Sub--Deb Club
Elects Sponsor

W. H. C.

R E LAX

-AT-

..•..... .•••.... .....•. •.. •
.'

JUST ARRIVE D
NEW F'ALL TROU SERS
----c-i:::Oo--

- - -oOof--- SODAS- SANDWICHES-

-SUNDRIES-

-SCHOOL SUPPLIESMrs. T. J. Traylor, Manager.

S TUD ENTS!!

Harding College Laundry

Dry Cleaning Plant
-strives-

--oOo--

-of-

Miss Delores Barker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Barker, of Philadelphia, Penn., and Colis Campbell son
of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Campbell, of
Searcy were united in marriage June
Seventh at the home of the bride in
Phi!adelphia. Elza Hufford, minister of
the 56th and Warrington church of
Christ, read the impressive ceremony.
Preceding the ceremony, Misses Joyce
and Dee MCGuire, Waves from Searcy,
stationed in jWashington, D. C. lighted
the candles at each side of the altar.
James Finney, tenor, gave a solo of
two songs, "Because" and "I Love you
Truly".
The bride, who was given in marriage by her father, wore a white satin
gown with a floor length and finger
tip veil of illusion, and carried a brid2J
bouquet of white lilies.
.
Miss Lois Campbell, bridesmaid and
sister of the groom, wore a pink floor

Harding College

and
'

Come Over And See
Us

'

Barker- Campbell

are admirable qualities in any person,
Marcella says. She is seldom critical of
others and could not give off hand anything she dislikc::d in people.
Her taste in food runs most often to
chocolate pie.
By Lyn H6/1on
If she has a favorite scripture it is
Very often when you go into Bur- Phillipians 4 :8, "Finally brethren, whatsar's office for stamps, a key, a time soever things are true, whatsoever things
sheet or to settle with Bursar himself are honest, whatsoever things are just,
you are greeted by the pleasant smile whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever
of Marcella McGinis who is beginning things are love! whatsoever things are
her third year as stenographer, post of good report; . there be any virtue,
mistress and bookkeeper for the Bursar. if there be any praise, think on these
A senior from Melbourne, Marcella things."
has attended Harding since 1943. She
In literature she likes the poem by
came to Harding after a year in the Kipling "When Earth's L;i.st Picture Is
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville. Painted."
The two people responsible for her Marcella spends her spare time emcoming to Ha~ding are her sisters Edith broidering. She denies that it is for her
and Theda Hulett who were here year hope chest but then she's got mo~e hope
before last.
than some have. As she denied having
Marcella, as her working for Bursar a lot of hope she admitted that honest,
might indicate, is a business ad major thoughtfulness and politeness were the
characteristics she liked in men. She
with English as a minor.
She is secretary of the L. C. social also said she preferred her man to be
tall, curly-headed and blonde with grey
dub of which she is a member.
eyes or in plainer language - W. H . S.
This summer Marcella worked in
Batesville for soil conservation. The There is only one place you may find
summer before she did similar work: in her more often than in Bursar's office.
That is with W. H. S.
her home town of Melbourne.
When asked if she" d ever had a big
disappointment she said no. Asked if
she was afraid of mice, she answered
yes almost with a scream.
Friendliness and the Christian spirit
The W. H. C. social dub met Saturday night for their first meeting thi'
length gown with shoulder length
i:erm. Games were played and refreshlavender lace veil.
ments were served by D oris Johnson
Thednal Garner served the groom as
and Josephine Connell.
best man.
A receptiop. was held at the home of
the bride following the ceremony.
Mrs. Campbell graduated from the
KROGER'S
Harding Academy in 1944 where she
was a member of the Sub-Deb social
COMPLETE FOOD
club.
They arc making their home in
MARKET
Searcy where Mr. Campbell is entering
his Junior year in college.

ROBERTSON'S

-ANTIQUES-

CENTRAL
Barber Shop

--0-

Who's Who

THE COLLEGE INN

The Alpha Psi Omega is an honorary
national dramatic fraternity to which
entrance is gained by outstanding ach1evement in dramatics.
Dr. Joseph Pryor, president, welcomed to this year's cast Dr! Jack Wood
Sears who was a charter member of the
chapter when he was a student. Other
members are Mrs. Cathcart, Mrs. Armstrong, Dr. L. C. Sears, Prof. F. W.
Mattox, Mrs. W . K. Summitt, Miss
Vivian Robbins, Jane Gately, Dorothy
O'Neal, Evan Ulrey and ,Woody Stovall.

An informal reception followed the
ceremony. The tiered wedding cake
garlanded with ivy and pink roses,
topped with .a miniature bride and
groom was cut by the bride and groom .
Punch was served by Mrs. Vernon
Logue of Little Rock.
Immediately after the reception the
young couple left for a trip to points
of interest in the Ozarks.
Mr. Stiles attended State College,
Jonesboro before he was inducted into
the army. He has recently returned from
the European theatre of war. He will
report to Camp Chaffee for reassignment.
Mrs. Stiles will enter her junior year
in college at Harding.
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F. W. Mattox, playing third base for
the Faculty, took a cheerful attitude at
the barrage of hits that peppered the
field, and was heard to say, '"W'e need
to encourage these seniors, they may
be faculty members same day!" A moment later, at another long hit, he groaned, "They need encouragement."

Looking 'em Over
By Virgil Lawye1'

Since we have quite a large number
of Freshmen in school this fall, it
might be well to explain to them the
purpo,se of this column.
The main purpose is to reveal in as
brief a way as possible the writers opinion of the sports being played from
week to week. The thing that you
should note especially is that this
column is merely the opinion of the
writer. It will be my purpose to try and
predict winners before they win, to
pick losers before they lose, and last of
all, to pick the outstanding participators
in each new sport that comes along.
Enough said about the purpose of
this column. Now to go out on a limb
and predict some winners in the class
softball tournament.
At the time of this writing only
three games have been played. The
Juniors looked good Monday when they
defeated the Sophs and this caused several to rate them among the top contenders.
However the Frosh who are always
unpredictable, felt a little differently
than the others about who was to be at
the top. Wednesday afternoon they
showed that they had a team that will
have to be reckoned with in the finals,
when they drubbed the favored Junior
team by a big score.
uesdays game was rather interesting
in that the Academy team held the favored Senior team to a very low score.
This means that the Academy may deal
several defeats out to their opponents
this year.
It also means that the Seniors who
were rated so strong may not be so
strong after all. They have perhaps the
best battery and infield of any team in
the tournament but thus far have been
rather weak at the plate.
Their next test comes when they play
the faculty. The Faculty showed strength
last year in practically every sport but
they were at their best in softball. That
means the old Bald Eagles will be in
there to win their second straight
championship.

softball is concerned.
---,---0---Now for a glance at the world of
sp<)rts. Both the National league and JUNIOR-FRESHMAN GAME
By means of a shower of hits and sevAmerican league are tigl# battles again
this year but Detroit should take the. eral walks, and by a not too loose deAmerican pennant and Chicago over St. fense, the Freshman team knocked the
Juniors out of the running in this year's
Louis in th~ National league.
Remember students, both girls and class tournament in softball, in a game
boys, Harding intramural program is for played last Wednesday. The score was
19-3. Several errors on the part of the
you. Let's make it one to be proud of.
Junior team assisted very ably in their
very decisive loss. Royce Murray led
his team in hitting with two safeties.
Jack Harris led the Freshmen in hitting with four safe blows, followed by
Douglas Lawyer and Joe Webb, with
SENIOR-FACULTY GAME
three hits to their credit. The fielding
They did it. That's right, the Faculty
on both sides was a little loose. Batteries
got even Dr. Summitt and Bursar
for the two teams were: Juniors, CampBrown out to play ball with them lasr bell and .Peddle; Freshmen, D. Lawyer
Thursday, but not even that could keep
and Joe Webb.
them from going down before the Sen----<>iors by the score of 21-5. Though BurSENIORr-HIGH SCHOOL GAME
sar did not hold first base quite as
tightly as he does his money, he still
Showing that a little learning can be
played a good game, and seemed to have a dangerous thing, when applied to the
a good time. Joe Pryor, pitching for the field of sports, the Senior softball team
Faculty, ran into a little difficulty, but last Tuesday went to work and elimshowed the Seniors that he could do all inated the High School team from the
right at an offensive game, by running class tournament by the score of 6-1.
the bases with skill and abandon every Though Jack Lawyer pitched his best
time he got a chance. Jack Wood Sears, and his teammates worked to the best
Hugh Rhodes, and Joe Pryor were the
of their ability, the superior power of
leading hitters for the Faculty.
the Senior team was more than they
For the Seniors, Ordis Copeland and
could overcome. Brick Hurst and Ernie
Al Stroop were the outstanding hitters,
Wilkerson were the outstanding players
both getting five for five. Ordis hit the
for the High School team.
only home run of the game, clouting
his circuit blow in the last inning, with
the bases loaded. The fielding of the
MELVILLE STORE
whole Senior team was excellent, with
only two errors being chalked up against
them.

Softball Is It!

Picking the final winner in advance
is not easy, but from the teams which
have played thus far the Seniors seem
to hold a slight edge over the other
teams.
The Sophs have less material and will
probably end up in the cellar as far as
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J. J. BROWN
TAX COLLECTOR

For the Seniors, not an error was
recorded in the scorebook. Ordis Copeland, Axel Swang, and John Cannon led
their team in hitting with two safe
blows each. Batteries for the two teams
were: Seniors, Copeland and Cannon;
High School, J. Lawyer and Craft.

-<>--SOPHS- JUNIOR GAME

In a free hitting ball game that provided many a laugh for the spectators
and players, the Juniors last Monday,
defeated, overwhemingly,, the Sophomores in the first game of the class
tournament in softball. Though rain had
been falling nearly all the day, and the
field was rather "damp", the game went
on. The score was 16-4.
From start to finish, who would be
the victor was never in doubt. With
only seven men, the Sophomores put up
a gallant fight, but were forced to go
down before the walloping bats of the
Junior team.

Park Avenue
Beauty Shop
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Mary Angel, Operators
Phone 299
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Earnest E. Chsandler
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two hits each led the Freshmen team in

in the championship game. •

batting.

The game was played in a very short
time, despite the large number of hits
made and runs scored. Very few errors
were made, which added greatly to the
smooth playing of the game. For the
Seniors, Ordis Copeland and Al Stroop
were the outstanding hitters. Ordis,
with a double and a home run, got the
only extra base hits of the game, and
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Jack Harris and Douglas Lawyer, with

(Continued from page one.)

N. Main Street
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Al, with three singles, led in most hits.
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